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In First place:
The black horse is the winner today – beautiful type, beautiful turnout and beautiful 
balance. Compact and correct. I like his expression: calm, but interested. He seems 
more than happy to “model”. He has a medium-sized eye, large nostril, and nice 
mouth length. His head attaches nicely to his neck, which is just a little shorter than 
ideal, but it has a nice shape. Although his neck joins his shoulder a little higher 
than ideal for a hunter, he will be a balanced ride for a junior or amateur rider. His 
shoulder and pasterns are nicely sloped and should give both spring and scope to his 
step, especially when combined with his ideal proportion of long forearm to short 
cannon and long gaskin to forearm. Nice big joints and nice big feet make him a good 
investment from a soundness point of view as well. When we look at his hindquarter 
it is exemplary: an equilateral triangle from hip to buttock to stifle, well-muscled 
gaskins, low hocks and correct angulation. This will give him allot of scope and 
power in his jump. The left hind leg looks slightly turned out, but it will not affect his 
placing. Certainly wearing a dappled coat and four nicely matched socks has made 
his eye appeal first class. It is his quality that has made him the winner today.

In Second place:
The chestnut is beautifully turned out with a fantastic coat, groomed tail and 
a properly fitted bridle. He has also been “stood up” correctly to show off his 
conformation in a photograph. His owners must be commended! If we start at his 
head he has an intelligent look with alert ears, a nice big eye, roomy nostrils and a 
good length of mouth. His neck joins nicely to both his head as well as his shoulder. 
The shape of his neck and slope of his shoulder are ideal, which should give him both 
good balance and range of motion. His back is well proportioned and gives the look 
of strength. The hindquarter is slightly shorter than his neck and midsection, and is 
not an equilateral triangle. It is longer from hip to buttock than from buttock to stifle 
and, although not a huge concern for a hunter, it must be noted. Both his forearm 
and gaskin are longer than his cannon bones which should give him a good length 
of stride. He has nice flat knees and big joints, which will serve him well from a 
soundness point of view. His pasterns may be slightly short but I am more concerned 
about the size of his foot: it appears short and stubby, and it could be that the farrier 
has trimmed him short or the footing in the photo, but it is a concern.

In Third place;
The brown horse is handsome, in good condition, and is a very nice type with 
some minor issues. He has by far the largest, most expressive eye and along with a 
medium nostril and a big muzzle he has a very kind expression. His neck attaches 
to his shoulder in the more traditional way for a hunter and it may be a little short 
but the shape is attractive. With a shorter neck combined with a lower back that 
is a little long he may be weaker and more difficult to collect. His upright shoulder 
may limit his front end scope. Unfortunately the definition of his front legs is 
compromised by the photo, but I think he stands a little back at the knee which can 
strain the tendons and ligaments. His pasterns are correct in length and angle for 
good shock absorption. The forearm is longer than the cannon and that should help 
flatten his stride. Aside from missing the right hind, he has a nice big foot.
Once again the dark photo makes it impossible to comment on his hocks but his 
hind leg slants forward from the hock down and is termed “sickle hocked “. This is 
definitely a contributing factor in lack of scope and stride.
With so many divisions in the hunter discipline it is certainly possible that with 
his kind expression he may be a very useful horse at lower heights teaching novice 
riders.
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